Honda motorcycle tail light

However, things are now moving at a brisk pace. The Honda CB retro classic roadster
surpassed 10, unit milestone in a relatively short period even with limited number of BigWing
outlets across the country. The milestone achievement comes just days ahead of the planned
variant extension. Since 21st October when the deliveries commenced, the CB has managed to
clock 10, unit sales in just 3 months. Speaking about the motorcycle, Mr. He also added that
Honda is in the process of expanding its BigWing premium motorcycle dealership network to
more cities in the months to come. While the sales figure is no where near what its primary rival,
Royal Enfield Classic, has been managing on a monthly basis despite being at the end of its life
cycle, the CB is certainly a bright prospect for Honda. Honda recently teased what looks like a
cafe racer variant of the CB which is to be launched in India on 16th of February. The CB RS will
be a sportier alternative to the regular model with black accents replacing chrome treatments ,
and a new taillight and empennage. We can also expect different colour themes and a slightly
tweaked riding position read new handlebars to further differentiate it from regular CB The cc
single-cylinder, air-cooled engine developed specifically for our market will continue to power
the motorcycle. In its current guise, the motor is good for 21 hp and 30 Nm of torque , and
comes paired with a 5-speed transmission. Given the popularity, we expect the company to dish
out interesting variant extensions like cafe racer, scrambler, special editions, etc. With Royal
Enfield gearing up to overhaul its widely acclaimed cc portfolio with new exciting products, the
competition in this space is set to get very intense in the short term. It is all good news for
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